Freelance legal service

Why?

Legal service is basically unobtainable for a great number of us. The cost of law firms is too high to even approach them. However, there’s a great number of reasons to approach a lawyer concerning your daily matters: for drafting an employment or a lease contract, founding a company, getting rid of your fines or stepping into your legal disputes.

Therefore, it is our goal to create a platform that would enable the freelance of legal provision, significantly lowering the cost of the service by eliminating the structure of a classic law firm. We see it as an opportunity to be a part of creating something extremely valuable through solving a profound problem in our society.

The expected IT solution

In essence we expect the solution to be a platform that would draw together a lawyer and a client. Analaogous solutions have already been created in the IT sector (e.g. toptal) but not in the service of legal provision. Furthermore, we expect to take into consideration the following:

1. the client makes his legal problem known to the platform manager;
2. the lawyer to provide legal services on the platform is chosen by the platform manager in order to guarantee a standard of quality;
3. if the client has informed the manager or the platform (a difference in functionality that should be further discussed) of his legal problem then the platform/manager will find him the right lawyer for his problem;
4. most likely the lawyers to provide the legal service are students having at least a bachelor’s degree in legal science and capable of solving the daily matters of both businesses and private persons;
5. the solution should encompass the making of monetary transactions and be secure enough for such transactions;
6. a more detailed payment method for the service is currently in the making and would also depend upon the inputs of the students working on the solution.

In any event, we do not expect a complex solution but rather a product with at least the basic functions. The product can and will be further developed after the course.

For whom?

The platform is meant for everyone in need of affordable legal services. Individuals with all legal problems can access the platform.

Conditions

Any outcomes produced by the student team under and within the framework of this software project and any transferable intellectual property rights related, including all the economic rights of the author and the rights to protect intellectual property are transferred to a company incorporated specifically for this project.

For further information, please contact: